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The Unexplained 
 

Class Supply Lists:Class Supply Lists:Class Supply Lists:Class Supply Lists:    

LIFELIFELIFELIFE    
Adornit 12x12 – Joy in Life, Soft Spoken Cloves, Soft 
Tan Cloves 
Cardstock – Mink Pearl 
Strip of SEI Blue Velvet paper 
Maya Road Sheer journaling cards x 2 
Ribbon x 2 
Maya Road Sheer Ribbon 
Blue and Brown buttons 
Chipboard: 
Letters – L I F E 
Scallops x 2 
Houses x 2 
Tree 
Frame and insert 
Square 
 
LOVELOVELOVELOVE    
Adornit 12x12 – XOXO, XOXO Expressions 
Karen Foster 12x12 – Graph Paper 
Cardstock – Raspberry Pearl 
Collections Elements Journalling Card 
Sticky Punch Paper 
Ribbon x 3 
Red Buttons 
Chipboard: 
Letters – X O X 
Large Scallop 
Circle 
Oval 
Hearts x 4 
Swirl 
Rusty Pickle Puzzle Sheet 
 

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    
These kits have been put together by Caroline, Bubbly Funk and class projects have been designed by 
Kirsty Wiseman and Caroline.   Each kit also comes with a digital download with coordinating papers 
designed and created by Kirsty Wiseman.  The download will be available after the kit has been posted.  
Each kit has a selection of coordinating paper, buttons, ribbon, embellishments and a lovely mix of 
chipboard.  The kits come in four different colour schemes: 
 
{Happy  -  Pink, Green}  {Heritage – Black, Cream}  {Love – Red, Black}  {Life - Blue, Brown} 
 
There are also additional suggestions for products to add to your kit, should you wish to purchase them at 
the same time, or use what you already have. These are:These are:These are:These are:        Tim Holtz Ranger Distress Crackle Paint – 
Weathered Wood, Stickles – Crystal, Ranger Dabber Acrylic Paints. 
Desirable tools: stapler, cropodile or similar, sewing machine (optional), scuffer/sander, embossing machine 
(optional) and a paint brush! 
 

    
    
    
HERITAGEHERITAGEHERITAGEHERITAGE    
Adornit 12x12 – Heritage Handwriting, Lined 
Chalkboard, Broken Notes 
Cardstock – Ivory Pearl 
Black Shrink Plastic 
Melissa Frances Tags x 2 
Ribbon x 3 
Black Buttons 
Blackboard Film Strip 
Chipboard: 
Letters – T I M E 
Keys x 2 
Scallop Oval Frame 
Scroll 
Plain Jane Paisley x 3 
 
HAPPYHAPPYHAPPYHAPPY    
Adornit 12x12 – Pink Scratch Dots, Butterfly 
Daisies, Summer Rose 
Cardstock – White Pearl, 8.5x11 Pink 
Small Doilies x 2 
Ribbon x 3 
Pink and Green Buttons 
Chipboard: 
Letters – J O Y 
Clouds 
Plain Jane Bugs & Leaves 
Plain Jane Flowers x 6 
Buzz & Bloom Flowers x 4 

 



 

  

Photo sizesPhoto sizesPhoto sizesPhoto sizes needed for layouts are: 
Life Layout: 4 3”x2”photos - at portrait orientation 
Happy Layout: a photo that can be cropped to fit in a 3.5”x3” oval apperture with portrait orientation, two 
small photos approx 3x2 inch in portrait orientations  
Heritage Layout:  3 2”x2” photos or crop your own to suit 
Love Layouts: a photo that can be cropped to fit in a 3.5”x3”oval apperture with portrait orientation 
 
 

Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:Instructions:    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction:     :     :     :     I have been asked how to decorate chipboard so many times that it’s always nice to be able to do a 
class to give people ideas.  Some of them are simple and ones you may already do, some may give you a little idea on how 
to do something different.  I don’t claim to be an expert but I have a passion for chipboard and just want to pass that on 
really!  So in all I hope that between Kirsty and myself we have given the majority of you some inspiration ;-) 

The kits include coordinating papers and cardstock, buttons, ribbons, embellishments and a mix of 
chipboard shapes, different in each kit.  We haven’t used every piece of chipboard, but I do hope that the 
extra pieces will come in handy at some point and they do go with the theme of the papers in the kit. 
 
Kirsty’s class shows how to incorporate chipboard onto a scrapbook layout, and an idea for a wall hanging. 
 
My classes give some ideas on what to do with individual pieces of chipboard. 
 
Life Life Life Life ––––    Home Decor Wall HangingHome Decor Wall HangingHome Decor Wall HangingHome Decor Wall Hanging    
    
This has been made with chipboard in the ‘Life’ Kit, but something  
similar can, of course, be used for any chipboard you have..... 
 
Pieces used: 
Frame and inset 
Tree 
Large House 
Acrylic paint 
Paper scraps 
Small piece of felt 
Sewing machine or hand stitch 
 
Paint frame and leave to dry. 
Ink edges of all chipboard – you can use paint or ink and if the shape  
is more intricate then one of my favourite ways is to get one of my  
scroll marker pens (with the large nibs) and go over the edges with  
the side of the nib. 
 
With your chosen paper use the tree and house as a stencil and cut out  
shapes in paper.  Ink edges. 
 
Cut out the tree top shape in felt also. 
   
Sew the paper tree top onto the felt tree top – make it slightly off centre so  
you can see the felt and to give the tree more depth.  I sewed around the  
outside of the tree top and then on the inside to add shape.  Adding this felt  
not only gives depth but adds softness too. 
 
Whilst you have the needle in your hand or the sewing machine out, sew  
around the paper house shape giving an outline. 
 
Glue the tree trunk to the chipboard and then glue the tree top on the  
chipboard too.  Glue the paper house to the house chipboard. 
 
For the inset of the frame I used the word ‘life’ taken from the Joy in Life  
paper.  Glue to inset – not forgetting to ink the edges if you haven’t already!   
Make sure you have it just right for when the pieces are assembled.  On mine  
the word ‘life’ is placed to the left of the frame so it looks just so when the tree  
and house are placed. 
 
Cut out some words from this paper, ink the edges and place down the right  
hand side of the house.  I then doodled with a fine black pen to add some depth  
to the house and tree trunk. 
 
Then it is simply a case of assembling it all together.  I used sticky pads under  
part of the tree so it can stand out from the rest of the hanging.   
 
Create holes and thread ribbon through       

 

  

 



 

Assembling your layout 

Someone remarked on how most of the paper and embellishments on my layouts are not very well stuck down.  Now, 

there is a reason for that. I tend to use 2 short (approx 1”) strips of double sided tape on the back.  These would usually 

be stuck about 1” away from the bottom and top edges ( or left and right edges ) so that I can slip other items 

underneath.  So if you prefer a well stuck down page, you might have to change the order of placements a little. 

  

Love and Happy Keychain SetsLove and Happy Keychain SetsLove and Happy Keychain SetsLove and Happy Keychain Sets    
    
This is something you can do with any chipboard shape you may already have.  Clump them together to 
mean something and thread together with a bead chain, book ring or ribbon.  They can be used to add to a 
notebook spine, tag for a present, handbag charm (if suitably weather proofed), or just as a little thank you 
for someone special. 
 
I used the following ways to decorate: 
Covering with paper 
Paint 
Ink 
Glitter 
Embossing 
Chalk 
 
 
Happy 
 
The flowers were simply covered in paper and then the edges scuffed.  This  
gives the edges a neater look and you can lightly scuff the paper for an aged  
look.  Cover both sides.  I also gave the paper a coat of PVA glue just to add  
a little more durability to it.  You can add Glossy Accents or something  
similar if you prefer.  The PVA dried to a matt finish. 
 
 
I have found it easiest to ink the edges of an intricate shape by using a  
brush pen. 
 
 
The Butterfly was painted with green acrylic paint and then I dabbed lightly  
with a brown ink to take some of the shine off the paint.  It was a bit bright  
for what I wanted and the brown ink also gave it a more aged look. 
 
 
The little flower was just inked straight from ink pad to chipboard.  No primer  
was needed.  In fact, I rarely primed chipboard and usually stick paint and ink  
straight on.  That’s mainly because I am impatient and don’t want to wait for  
it to dry!  If it sinks in a little just add another layer. 
 
 
I then added some Stickles glitter to the middle of the flower and glued the  
flower to the butterfly. 
 
 
All pieces were then threaded onto bead chain and a piece of ribbon added. 
 
 
You can further decorate the chipboard with rub-ons, beads, doodling – its up  
to you!  
 
 

 

Love Love Love Love     
To create a gorgeous embossed effect just whizz the chipboard through  
your embossing system – I used my Big Shot.  Its obviously a lot harder  
to turn the handle than with paper, but it managed it fine.  I wouldn’t  
recommend trying chipboard that is any thicker than 1mm – I think  
any machine would struggle to get all the layers through if any thicker  
than this and it might not do your machine much good either! 
 
I do love the result though.  Fab embossed chipboard!  All I did then  
was add some chalk – you know, that lovely palette of chalks that is  
probably at the bottom of your cupboard, haha.  Adding this to  
embossed chipboard really highlights the embossing and also gives  
a gorgeous, almost suede like look to the chipboard.  If you want you  
can fix the chalk with hairspray – get the cheapest, value brand  
hairspray for this as it won’t contain any conditioners which may  
stain the chipboard. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

  

 
 
continuedcontinuedcontinuedcontinued    
 
For the little heart stick to the punch sheet and cut around.  You now have  
a really, really sticky side – brilliant for adding glitter too!  The sheet is mega  
sticky so you will find that the glitter sticks really well.  Again, you can fix  
with hairspray if you prefer.  Do the reverse side too. 
 
Create holes in all pieces and thread together with bead chain.  Attach ribbon. 
 
I am going to use this as a tag for a Valentines present.  Now my hubbie has never been one for Valentines 
Day and I soon learnt not to bother either (I know you don’t give to receive but hey, it wares down the 
best of us, haha) but I thought it would be nice to perhaps buy us something for the house or between us.  I 
will wrap it and then use the black and red keychain as a ‘his and hers’ tag!  

Happy Accordion Tag BookHappy Accordion Tag BookHappy Accordion Tag BookHappy Accordion Tag Book    
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is a simple little tag book which is fab for a present – for Mothers 
Day maybe? 
 
 
 
Using the cardstock in the kit – or a piece you already have if you have 
used it for the layout – fold in half and crease neatly with a bone folder 
or similar, unfold.  Accordion fold cardstock, making sure folds are neat 
and sharp. 
 
 
Create covers – I sewed paper onto the cardstock and then roughened up 
the edges to give a more distressed look. 
 
 
Cover the front panels with the paper.  Adhere paper to the insides of the 
first and last panel. 
 
 
Fold top outside covers of these first and last panels and secure using 
eyelets.  Cut away the two inside panels so you will see the tags.   
 
 
Make four identical tags and add ribbon.  Decorate accordingly. 
 
 
Decorate the inside of the book with chipboard, stickers, anything you 
fancy and then attach the ribbon. 
 
 
I stuck the ribbon on the back cover with DST and then threaded the two 
ends through a flower centre, then took the ends of the ribbon around to 
the back and tied a knot.  The flower creates a buckle effect. 
 

 

 



LOVE * HAPPY * LIFE * Heritage LOVE * HAPPY * LIFE * Heritage LOVE * HAPPY * LIFE * Heritage LOVE * HAPPY * LIFE * Heritage ----    LayoutsLayoutsLayoutsLayouts    
Instructions for each class as follows: 
 
LoveLoveLoveLove    
    
1. Cut the graph paper to 11x11 inches.  Adhere centrally  
to the pink pearl card and gently fold back all the edges,  
1mm from each edge. 
 
2.  Using the X and O chipboard, trace the shapes on the  
reverse of the Red XO paper and cut out.  Adhere to the  
Chipboards shapes and using sandpaper, scrape away the  
edges to distress. 
 
3.  Take the Black XO paper and fold in half.  Hand cut  
a heart shape and then slice down the middle to create  
two halves.  Adhere to the graph paper and slightly off  
set the heart.   
 
Dont worry, you can cover the off set pointy bit at  
the bottom with the X which also overlaps the O  
(see picture to see what I mean).   
 
We wont stick those down just yet, though. 
 
4.  Having printed out the Love harlequin papers, cut  
4 up and 7 across as per the picture.   
 
Adhere to the bottom left when done. 
 
5.  Paint two heart chipboard pieces with black paint or, alternatively ink with black ink.  Once dry, swizz a 
ripple of stickles on each heart to highlight.  set aside to dry.   
 
Once dry assemble in the bottom left section of the layout and tuck in the journal card as you go along. 
 
6.  Now assemble you XO arrangement as per the picture and either using glue dots or PVA glue, attach 
buttons to one line of the X 
 
7.  Finish off by running a length of black ribbon across the front of the layout, tucking behind the layout 
to secure.   
 
With the leftover ribbon, tie a small knot to the left of the ribbon strip.  Journal around the top of the 
heart to suit. 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



  
HeritageHeritageHeritageHeritage    
    
1.  Cut the white dashed paper to 11x11 inches.  Before  
adhering to the cream card stock, cut out a 10.75”x10.75”  
square from the back then attach the paper. Fold back  
the edges slightly to add dimension. 
 
2.  Paint the keys black and once dry, stipple with gold  
paint to make them look aged and antique. 
 
3.  Cut 4 squares up and 7 squares across of the Heritage  
harlequin paper and attach to the bottom left of the layout. 
 
4.  Cut a piece of Sheet music and script paper to 4”x6”  
(be careful when cutting this paper, as we need lots of  
it for another project).  Arrange in a fan shape along  
with the two victoriana tags.  Attach to the layout so  
that the script paper lays 1” in and 3” from the bottom  
left of the layout.   
 
5.  Attach two small photos to the film negative chipboard  
shape and then adhere to the layout on top of the script  
paper, leaving enough room to arrange s strip of black  
buttons - which you can stick on with either glue dots  
or pva. 
 
6.  Attach the keys with pva (see picture for arrangement) 
 
7.  Grab a stapler and ruffle the canvas strip in an angled  
fashion.  Staple on each crease then attach beneath the  
buttons. 
 
8.  Cover the chipboard bracketed shape in sheet music  
paper (cut near as much waste as possible as we need a  
sheet measuring 10.x5.5 inches later) and distress the  
edges with sandpaper.  I have used mini alpha tabs but  
you could cut out printed letters to achieve the same  
look.  Attach to the bottom right of the film negative  
chipboard shape and add a smaller photo on the bottom  
right of that, at a slight angle. 
 
9.  Cut a think strip of the stripy paper and attach to  
the right edge of the script paper. 
 
10.  Use shrink plastic or chipboard squares to create little squares to decorate the top left and bottom right 
of the bare cream pearlised card (see picture for arrangement) 
 
11.  Finally attach a length of ribbon to the front of the layout, securing short edges at the back.  With the 
left over ribbon, tie a small knot to the top right. 
 
Time wall hanger Time wall hanger Time wall hanger Time wall hanger (made with spare supplies from(made with spare supplies from(made with spare supplies from(made with spare supplies from    the Heritage kit)the Heritage kit)the Heritage kit)the Heritage kit)    
 
1.  You will have a sheet of pearlised card measuring 10.5”x10.5”.  Cut that down to 10.5”x6”. 
 
2.  Scrumple your piece of sheet music paper (measuring 10”x5”) and adhere to the cream cardstock. 
 
3.  Cut a piece of harlequin paper two squares up and 7 squares across (see picture of idea) then attach 
 
4.  Paint each letter and the scalloped oval black, when dry, stipple in gold paint to give an antique effect. 
 
5.  Once dry, cut thin strips of stripy paper to adhere to each letter 
 
6.  Arrange the letters on the paper/cardstock as displayed.  Then attach  
the scalloped oval and cut away the frame so that you can fit it around  
the letter T and I.  Attach script paper as quick as you can before the T  
and I dry and fit the oval over it. 
 
7.  Using little tab letter stickers (I used my own but you can print out  
your own and cut around them) create a quote.   
Mine reads:  delay is preferable to error (story of  my life!) 
 
8. Make two holes at the top, thread ribbon through (knotting each end)  
and hang! 
 
 

 

 

 

 



 
LifeLifeLifeLife    
    
1.  Cut the handwritten script paper to 11”x11” and  
attach centrally to the beige pearlised card. 
 
2.  Carefully fold and tear the edges over my 1mm  
on all sides 
 
3.  Distress all the edges of the pearl card stock. 
 
4.  Cut the text paper to 3x5 inches and adhere to  
the bottom right of the layout (approx half a centimetre  
in and 1.5 inches up from the bottom) 
 
5.  Paint the LIFE letters in paint and set aside to dry.   
Also paint or ink a flower in brown. 
 
6.  From the printed LIFE harlequin papers, cut 7 white  
squares up and 6 white squares across (see picture for  
idea)  Adhere to the bottomleft of the layout and over  
lap the text paper. 
 
7.  from the printed stripy paper, cut a strip  
measuring 2x15cms (makesure the stripes go vertical).   
Set aside. 
 
8.  Cover the two houses with the velvet backing and trim. Set aside. 
 
9. When the letters are dry, draw a small outline on each one to highlight.  On the letter I, affix buttons 
using either glue dots or pva glue. 
 
10.  Lay the stripy paper just so that it overlaps the text paper, 1cm from the right edge and approx 1 inch 
up form the bottom.  When happy, glue it down. 
 
11. Adhere the letters just over the stripy paper and pay attention to the over lapping.  Try not to glue the 
top of the letters as this is where you will be tucking piccies. 
 
12.  Adhere the two houses to the left oh the title, again overlap and layer as per the picture. 
 
13.  To the bottom left of the big house, attach a chipboard flower and then tuck a plastic journal card 
underneath the house arrangement.  I've used my own monogram letter on the flower but you can leave  
blank if you like or add a button to the centre. 
 
14.  Tuck 4 small pictures behind the life letters. 
 
15.   Finally attach a length of ribbon to the front of the layout, securing short edges at the back.  With the 
left over ribbon, tie a small knot to the top right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



  
 
    
HappyHappyHappyHappy    
    
1.  Cut the brown and pink spotty paper down to 11”x11” 
and adhere centrally to the pink pearl card.  
 
2.  Cut the pink flower paper down to 10.5x5 inches and  
adhere centrally to the bottom portion of the spotty paper. 
Fold and slightly rip the edges, 1mm from each side. 
 
3.  Paint the letters J and Y and a small chipboard  
flower in brown paint - set aside to dry 
 
4.  Paint two medium flowers in pink paint and set  
aside to dry. 
 
5.  Paint a medium and a small flower in green paint  
and set aside to dry. 
 
6.  Cover a large flower in the stripey print out paper  
plus the letter O and distress edges to finish off. 
 
7.  Whilst everything is drying, cut out 4 squares up  
and 7 squares across from the home printed Happy  
harlequin paper.  Adhere to the bottom left of the layout. 
 
8.  Once all the paint has dried arrange the letters J and Y to the right of the layout leaving a space for the 
letter O (this will sit on top of J and Y).  Crop a suitable picture to fit behind the letter O and attach.  
Before the Letter O is finally situated, take a doiley and attach on the letters J & Y.  Affix the letter O 
"frame" to the doiley and decorate with buttons.   
 
9.  Now arrange the chipboard letters (see picture) and attach buttons to each centre. 
 
10.  Tuck in two smaller pictures behind the harlequin papers at slight angles. 
 
11. Finally attach a length of ribbon to the front of the layout, securing short edges at the back.  With the 
left over ribbon, tie a small knot to the top right. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

??Whodunnit????Whodunnit????Whodunnit????Whodunnit??

    
ConclusionConclusionConclusionConclusion    
 
We sincerely hope you have enjoyed our
with chipboard that we were really torn with what to show you.  In short 
to decorate chipboard, and lots more besides.....:
 
Paint – one colour or two even! 
You could sand away gently at the top layer of paint to reveal the colour below.
 
Paper – why not try Serendipity?!  Take s
further with heat embossing or glitter and then cut into squares or die cut shapes.  Attach to chipboard for a really 
sturdy effect. 
 
Cardstock – for a simple, none patterned 
 
Ink – most inks will work well directly onto chipboard.  Some inks prefer a glossy base though, so you will have to prime 
it first. 
 
Heat Emboss – Have you tried triple embossing?  Thick chipboard takes this 
effects. 
 
Dry Emboss – as per class.  Instead of using chalk to highlight the embossing you can use paint or ink too!
 
Glitter – as per class.  You can also cover the glitter with a Glossy Accent to make the glitter 
gloss effect. 
 
Sand – whatever you apply to chipboard can be sanded for an aged and rough effect.
 
Brads – how about covering a chippie piece with brads to give a studded effect.....
 
Stamp – stamp a complete image onto your chipb
stamping is...... 
Rub-ons – use up those left over or unwanted rub
onto naked chipboard or cover with a plain cardst
 
Sew – not directly in your machine (unless you have a whopper of a needle) but any sewn effect can be enhanced with 
chipboard. 
 
Stickers – use up all those left of stickers and create a random, almost serendipity style effect on your chippie
 
Eyelets – use some of those unloved and unwanted eyelets to create a stunning holey effect in your chipboard.
 
Gems – add one or two for simplicity or cover a piece with sparkly gems for a bit of bling.
 
Shrink Plastic – use the chipboard to cut out a s
 
Ribbon – cover a chipboard shape with scraps of ribbon for a lattice effect.
 
Doodle – cover with a base coat, like white, or keep naked and then doodle away with a good black pen.
 
Hammer – you can create some wicked effects by bashing with a hammer or use hammer with a decorative head.
 
Keep naked – just that..... 
 
Don’t forget that it is a very sturdy base to work with and will take almost anything!
 
 

??Whodunnit????Whodunnit????Whodunnit????Whodunnit??    

 

our projects and look forward to seeing what you do!  There is so much y
really torn with what to show you.  In short though, here is a basic list of what you can use 

to decorate chipboard, and lots more besides.....: 

You could sand away gently at the top layer of paint to reveal the colour below. 

why not try Serendipity?!  Take small scraps of paper and glue randomly onto a card or paper base.  Embellish 
further with heat embossing or glitter and then cut into squares or die cut shapes.  Attach to chipboard for a really 

for a simple, none patterned look, or as a base for further embellishments. 

most inks will work well directly onto chipboard.  Some inks prefer a glossy base though, so you will have to prime 

Have you tried triple embossing?  Thick chipboard takes this really well and you can create stunning 

as per class.  Instead of using chalk to highlight the embossing you can use paint or ink too!

as per class.  You can also cover the glitter with a Glossy Accent to make the glitter 

whatever you apply to chipboard can be sanded for an aged and rough effect. 

how about covering a chippie piece with brads to give a studded effect..... 

stamp a complete image onto your chipboard shape or create a stamped border around 

use up those left over or unwanted rub-ons by covering a piece of chipboard in a random effect.  Go directly 
onto naked chipboard or cover with a plain cardstock first.... 

not directly in your machine (unless you have a whopper of a needle) but any sewn effect can be enhanced with 

use up all those left of stickers and create a random, almost serendipity style effect on your chippie

use some of those unloved and unwanted eyelets to create a stunning holey effect in your chipboard.

add one or two for simplicity or cover a piece with sparkly gems for a bit of bling. 

use the chipboard to cut out a shape in shrink plastic and then have a duplicate shape in miniature!

cover a chipboard shape with scraps of ribbon for a lattice effect. 

cover with a base coat, like white, or keep naked and then doodle away with a good black pen.

you can create some wicked effects by bashing with a hammer or use hammer with a decorative head.

Don’t forget that it is a very sturdy base to work with and will take almost anything! 

©copyright Bubblyfunk & UKS Whodunnit Cybercrop 2009

 

projects and look forward to seeing what you do!  There is so much you can do 
though, here is a basic list of what you can use 

mall scraps of paper and glue randomly onto a card or paper base.  Embellish 
further with heat embossing or glitter and then cut into squares or die cut shapes.  Attach to chipboard for a really 

most inks will work well directly onto chipboard.  Some inks prefer a glossy base though, so you will have to prime 

really well and you can create stunning 

as per class.  Instead of using chalk to highlight the embossing you can use paint or ink too! 

as per class.  You can also cover the glitter with a Glossy Accent to make the glitter more secure and give it a 

oard shape or create a stamped border around – you know how versatile 

ons by covering a piece of chipboard in a random effect.  Go directly 

not directly in your machine (unless you have a whopper of a needle) but any sewn effect can be enhanced with 

use up all those left of stickers and create a random, almost serendipity style effect on your chippie. 

use some of those unloved and unwanted eyelets to create a stunning holey effect in your chipboard. 

 

hape in shrink plastic and then have a duplicate shape in miniature! 

cover with a base coat, like white, or keep naked and then doodle away with a good black pen. 

you can create some wicked effects by bashing with a hammer or use hammer with a decorative head. 
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